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Abstract:
For disintegra on process control we need a quan ty that respects objec vely rock‐disintegra ng tool interac on with
the elimina on of human factor. From this, basic requirements for the evalua on quan ty given below follow: is availa‐
ble in advance or at the moment of disintegra on, minimises the influence of human factor on the resultant eﬀect and
evaluates objec vely the disintegra on process.
A measure of eﬃciency of any disintegra on process is the consump on of energy usually related to the unit volume of
disintegrated rock; on the basis of analysis of done theore cal and prac cal researches orientated towards the disinte‐
gra on processes and the verifica on of objec vity when used in situ (in drilling and tunnelling), at present it is minimi‐
sed specific volume energy that is the most objec ve evalua on quan ty. This quan ty has a general validity for disper‐
sion processes, and thus its use even for the evalua on of diggability on the digging wheel of excavator has a ra onal
basis. In connec on with the GIS applica on for controlling the extracted quan ty, an op mal tool is oﬀered for the ma‐
ximum eﬃciency of excava on process.
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INTRODUCTION
As for produc on/excava on processes, the maximum
eﬃciency and the minimum energy consump on are requi‐
red. These requirements are naturally antagonis c, and
both of them cannot be fulfilled. However, it is possible to
minimise the specific energy consump on, and as far as
excava on processes are concerned, it has been proved
that such combina on of parameters of disintegra on
exists at which the specific consump on is minimal.
SPECIFIC VOLUME ENERGY AS CRITERION FOR DIGGABILI‐
TY
If we subject the methods used for the diggability deter‐
mina on, which concerns digging resistances as well, to the
analysis of objec vity, we shall find that they do not take
into account, to a more or less extent, the whole set of
aﬀec ng factors, and thus their informa ve ability concer‐
ning the real disintegra on process diminishes. What rema‐
ins debatable is the quan fica on of evalua on quan ty as
well. The basic ques on is, for the benefit of which we are
in need of absolute value of diggability. For disintegra on
process control we need a quan ty that respects objec ve‐
ly rock‐disintegra ng tool interac on with the elimina on
of human factor. From this, basic requirements for the eva‐
lua on quan ty follow:
 availability in advance or at the moment of disinte‐
gra ng,

 the objec ve measurement of quan es and so wa‐
re processing.
A measure of eﬃciency of any disintegra on process is
the consump on of energy usually related to the unit volu‐
me of disintegrated rock; on the basis of analysis of done
theore cal and prac cal researches orientated towards the
disintegra on processes and the verifica on of objec vity
when used in situ (in drilling and tunnelling), at present it is
minimised specific volume energy that is the most objec ve
evalua on quan ty. This quan ty has a general validity for
dispersion processes, and thus its use even for the evalua‐
on of diggability on the digging wheel of excavator has a
ra onal basis. The wheel diggability then will be defined as
“the amount of energy needed for the disintegra on of unit
volume of rock per unit me and for breaking down other
wheel resistances; mode parameters being regulated to
ensure the minimisa on of this specific energy” [1]. Digga‐
bility defined in this way is quantified in [J.m‐3].
A general equa on for specific volume energy is given
as follows:

w

P
Vtj

where:
w ‐ specific volume disintegra on energy [J*m‐3],
P ‐ power input to the disintegra ng tool [W],

(1)
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Vtj ‐ the volume of rock taken by the wheel per unit
me [m3.s‐1].
For digging by the excavator wheel, the volume of rock
taken by the wheel per unit me will be as given below:

V tj  s  h  v o

(2)

where:
s ‐ the depth of cut [m],
h ‐ the height of cut [m],
v0 ‐ the speed of slewing (of digging‐wheel bo‐
om at max. radius) [m*s‐1].
In the crea on of cut, the outputs of wheel and slew
mechanism par cipate, and thus we consider to be neces‐
sary to formulate a rela on for diggability on the excavator
wheel as follows:

w



Pk  P
s  h  v

o

(3)

o

where:
Pk ‐ input power to wheel drives [W],
Po ‐ input power to the slew mechanism drive [W].
The given rela on uniquely determines the quan es
that must be measured in excavator opera on to establish
diggability values:
 input power to wheel drives [W],
 input power to the slew mechanism drive [W],
 the depth of cut in the horizontal plane [m],
 the height of cut in the ver cal plane [m].
 the speed of slewing [m*s‐1].
Specific Volume Energy from the Point of View of Digging
Resistances according to ČSN 27 7013
If we consider the case of wheel diggability analogously
to digging resistance determina on according to the norm
ČSN 27 7013 Stroje pro povrchovou těžbu [2], neither po‐
wer required for disintegrated rock upli into the point of
unloading, nor power corresponding to resistances at the
idle run of wheel can be considered.
To determine the digging resistance defined by specific
volume energy (henceforth referred to as digging resistan‐
ce), we deduct the values of li ing power and no‐load po‐
wer from the measured value of input power. The magnitu‐
de of li ing power is directly propor onal to the theore cal
extracted quan ty, i.e. the size of chip taken by crowding,
and does not depend on the power for disintegra on.
We shall express the digging resistance by the following
rela on:

wR 

Pk  Po  Pzdv  P0
Vtj

Pk  Po  Pzdv  P0
vo  s  h

Measurement and Evalua on of Digging Resistances from
the Point of View of Objec veness
The applica on of specific volume energy as evalua on
quan ty of disintegra on process on the excavator wheel
is, from the point of view of latest knowledge of rock disin‐
tegra on, more objec ve than digging resistance used so
far. For this statement it is necessary to analyse the follo‐
wing problems:
Objec veness of Disintegra ng Force on the Wheel
In addi on to ineﬀec ve losses of the drive, which are
expressed by eﬃciency (no‐load power) and power output
for accelera on and material li ing to the point of unlo‐
ading, the installed input power must overcome the resi‐
stances that are a sum of forces ac ng on the wheel, i.e.:
 a sum of rock resistances to disintegra on
(disintegra ng and fric onal forces on bucket cu ng
edges and teeth in engagement),
 resistances caused by the fric on of disintegrated
rock against bucket sides and between each other
during bucket filling,
 resistances caused by the fric on of rock against the
ring,
 forces for overcoming resistances caused by the fric‐
on of buckets against the rock induced by a ra o
between the speed of wheel boom rota on to the
wheel circumferen al speed are not eliminated ei‐
ther.
Forces corresponding to the presented resistances are
shown schema cally in fig. 1.

(4)

where:
wR ‐ the digging resistance expressed by specific
volume energy [J*m‐3],
Pk ‐ the instantaneous measured input power [W],
Pzdv ‐ the li ing power [W],
P0 ‐ the no‐load output power [W].
A rela on for the digging resistance will have the follo‐
wing final form:

wR 

The presented rela on determines uniquely quan es
that must be measured in excavator opera on to establish
the values of diggability according to the methodology pre‐
sented.

(5)

Fig. 1. Forces ac ng on the wheel
Rys. 1. Siły działające na koło koparki

F1 – the disintegra ng and fric onal forces on the buc‐
ket cu ng edge; it acts on the radius given by the shape of
cut – the point of applica on of the force changes during
the superstructure slewing, the magnitude and direc on
change depending upon the posi on of bucket,
F2 – the force to li the disintegrated material in the
ver cal direc on – it grows towards the point of unloading,
the point of applica on of the force changes with the posi‐
on of bucket,
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F3 – the force to overcome the fric on of rock against
the ring – variable with the posi on of bucket,
F4 – the force to overcome the fric on of rock against
the bucket sides – it occurs merely in certain modes of ex‐
cava on – variable.
Thus it is evident that the forces corresponding to the
presented resistances do not have the same point of appli‐
ca on and the same direc on; individual forces change in
magnitude, in the point of applica on and in direc on du‐
ring wheel rota on.
The disintegra ng ability of the wheel [2] is given by
technical parameters of excavator and by the wheel struc‐
tural design, and is defined by the following rela on:

FKL

P 
 ck c
vk

Pck  Pzdv  c
vk

In principle, for evalua on we are in need of a quan ty
that will be, at the present level of knowledge, the most
objec ve, easy‐to measure, that will express rock – tool
interac on and will be available immediately.
It is a quan ty of specific volume energy that fulfils
these requirements. We recommend it in the form of equa‐
on [3]

w

Pk  Po
s  h  vo

(8)

(6)

where:
FKL‐ the nominal circumferen al digging force on the
wheel [kN],
Pck‐ the rated output of motors of excavator wheel
drive [kW],
ƞc‐ the overall eﬃciency of wheel drives [‐],
vk‐ the circumferen al speed of wheel
[m*s‐1].
or decreased by the power required for rock li ing:

FR 

Is not the reason for this only the fact that nobody has
convinced us of advantages of another method yet?

(7)

The force defined like that represents an imaginary for‐
ce that is theore cally available on the wheel circumferen‐
ce. However, the resistances do not act there, and therefo‐
re the calcula on of real forces is unreal.
Problems of In‐Process Measurements
A methodology for the measurement of output and
force parameters during excava on is determined in [2]; in
prac ce, measurements are taken in the following way:
 the measurement is done merely in that part of the
chip, where the depth of cut does not diﬀer much
from the maximal one; the maximum depth of se ng
being considered,
 the measurement of drive input power,
 the depth of cut is taken from the extension or ad‐
vance,
 the width of cut is calculated from revolu ons of sle‐
wing gear (for maximum value),
 the height of cut is es mated according to the num‐
ber of buckets engaged, or by the measurement of
pitch of the boom.
Then the evalua on of measurement results follows,
which requires a certain me. Final results are available no
sooner than the place observed is already worked‐out. Thus
it can be stated that present in‐process measurements are
burdened with inaccuracies and that there is a delay in pro‐
viding the results.
Preliminary Conclusion
If we want to evaluate briefly the exis ng and the newly
proposed method of evalua on of excava on process, on
top of that we must pose the following two important que‐
s ons:
Is it important to us to know digging resistances as force on
the length of cu ng edge?

APPLICATION OF GPS TO THE EXCAVATOR WHEEL
A feasible possibility of using the quan ty of specific
volume energy is given by the following requirements:
 the minimisa on of influence of human factor on the
excava on process,
 the accurate se ng of parameters of the cut excava‐
ted,
 the accurate driving into a new bench,
 the minimisa on of idle mes,
 the maximisa on of eﬃciency in a chip,
 a possibility of con nuous observing the excava on
process by the criterion of specific volume work.
This requires equipment capable to provide, at a given
moment, required informa on and transfer it to the opera‐
tor of the excavator to control eﬀec vely the excava on
process. Simultaneously, it is necessary to take into account
the requirement for the highest eﬃciency and the require‐
ment for the minimisa on of specific energy consump on.
Progressive technologies cannot be spared here any more.
Into many technological processes, GPS systems ena‐
bling a high accuracy in machine control penetrate increa‐
singly. That is why we considered a possibility of using a
GPS system for the control of giant machines. In the course
of our inves ga ons we found that GPS applica on to the
excavator had already been performed in Germany.
The advantages of GPS applica on to the excavator are
as follows:
 the se ng of required dimensions of cut with an ac‐
curacy in cm,
 the accurate driving into a new cut and a new bench
without ineﬀec ve movements,
 the crea on of a flat surface in the last bench with an
accuracy in cm (lesser demands for addi onal im‐
provement),
 a possibility of con nuous observing the extracted
quan ty in a block,
 a possibility of con nuous (or cyclic) observing the
specific volume energy in individual cuts – analogy to
digging resistances,
 a possibility of comparing the suitability of construc‐
onal design of buckets in the given rock environ‐
ment – by the con nuous measurement of specific
volume energy.
CONCLUSION
Defining the criterion of specific volume energy as eva‐
lua on quan ty for digging resistances.
Factors aﬀec ng the disintegra on process are as fol‐
lows: rock, disintegra ng tool, mode condi ons of disinte‐
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gra on (choice of dimensions of cut) and other influences.
For the objec ve evalua on of disintegra on process we
would need such a quan ty that takes into account all the
factors. This is not prac cally possible, and thus we try to
find such quan ty that considers the maximal possible
number of aﬀec ng factors.
The excava on process of wheel excavators is subject,
likewise any other process in the course of which a rock is
being disintegrated, to common laws aﬀec ng the final
eﬀect. Thus, theore cal conclusions and prac cal results
verified in the opera on of drilling equipment and tunnel‐
ling machines, when by the regula on of mode parameters
of disintegra on considerable energy and thus also econo‐
mic savings were achieved, can be applied. The basis of
proposed solu on is to find such parameters of the cut
when the specific volume energy is minimal. However, this
means a change in the view of evalua on quan ty:
 present‐day quan ty / digging resistance [kN*m‐1],
 proposed quan ty / specific volume energy [J*m‐3].
The name of quan ty is not decisive – it is defini on
and quan fica on that are decisive.
The observa on and evalua on of the new quan ty
bring the following advantages:
 it is available for the operator of excavator for the
con nuous control of excava on process (on the
assump on that the dimensions of cut and input po‐
wer to the wheel drives are measured and relevant
so ware is solved),
 it reacts sensi vely and immediately to a change in
the rock environment (an increase in strength para‐
meters of rocks excavated) and thus allows the cor‐
rec on of mode parameters of excava on process,
 it shi s the influence of human factor on the excava‐
on process to the side of quality – provides imme‐
diate and objec ve informa on,
 it makes it possible to describe the course of disinte‐
gra on in the whole chip,
 it does not require any addi onal measurement in
situ and any subsequent evalua on – it can be recor‐
ded and archived at any me,
 it will enable the processing of database of benches
and sec ons from the point of view of diggability,
 its main importance will manifest itself in parts with
the occurrence of solid layers where it will make it
possible to op mize the excava on process,
 it enables a simple comparison between individual
types of disintegra ng tools (bucket, wheel) from the
point of view of energy demand,
 its use does not exclude the observa on of excava‐
on process by the exis ng methodology
(measurement of digging resistances and digging
forces) on the assump on of so ware equipment,
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 in the upshot, it will influence posi vely the energy
demand of excava on process.
Applica on of GPS to the Excavator.
The use of GPS system for excavator control is required
for the good quality of excava on process and its eﬀec ve‐
ness. With regard to the life of excavator, it is necessary to
u lize, in spite of high purchase costs, the advantages pro‐
vided by the new progressive technology. Advantages and
benefits are stated in Chapter 4. There is a need to empha‐
sise the accuracy of se ng the dimensions of a cut, which
is carried out during periods of rela ve inac vity (dead cen‐
tres) and is not thus endangered by the dynamics of exca‐
va on process.
Use of the GPS for Determina on of Excavator Bucket Whe‐
el Posi on
It is obvious that if the 3D posi on of excava on ele‐
ments of mining machinery and associated mining mecha‐
nisms can be determined rela vely accurately, mul ple
task can be successfully resolved in terms of control of this
hardware. As far as brown coal surface mines are concer‐
ned, the following topics are of prime interest:
 Facilita on of the process of control of excavator
opera on (e.g. prognoses of qualita ve parameters
of coal being mined)
 Calcula ons of volumes of mined materials in nearly
real me.
 Very accurate control of crea on of the movement
plane of the excavator and immediate control of mi‐
ning targets.
 Control and checking of associated mining mecha‐
nisms (e.g. dozers).
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